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About This Game

Watchmen: The End Is Nigh Part 2 delves further into the partnership of Rorschach and Nite Owl before the hero-banning
Keene Act. It’s now June 1977, and any day now the passage of the Keene Act will outlaw all masked vigilantes not sanctioned

by the government. Rorschach contacts Nite Owl to get his help in solving the case of a missing girl, Violet Greene. Their search
takes them deep into the depraved, sleazy corners of the city and eventually face-to-face with the mysterious Twilight Lady.

Play as the Watchmen characters Rorschach and Nite Owl, each of whom have their own unique abilities:
Rorschach, a feral, street-wise fighter who can disarm enemies to use their own weapons against them
Nite Owl, a refined fighter who uses martial arts expertise and high-tech wizardry

Fight and watch the blood fly through three chapters of gut-wrenching in your face action
Intense, visceral - battles fight up to 20 enemies at the same time with bloody, street-fighting moves
Clean up the streets with friends in split screen co-op multiplayer competition or solo
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Decided to finally pick this one up after having it sitting in my wishlist for some time. Having checked "how long to beat" (5-6
hours) and the reviews I decided that it looks like my cup of tea and I am happy to have been proven right.

I was looking for a game that would scratch the "Legend of Grimrock" or "Dungeon Master" itch while not being overly long.
This game met those criteria. Yes the story is simple but it set my expectations correctly with its description and price point.

Pros:
 * looks good
 * combat happens within the game (some games take you to a separate battle scene)
 * seems polished - didn't encounter any bugs (not finished yet but close to it)
 * music matches the game nicely
 * quality better than what I expected for the price

Cons:
 * swapping spells in combat is annoying and feels like a needless obstruction that only takes away from the game and only saves
UI space. All boils down to how quickly you click/drag.
 * Would be nice if you could skip/shorten the sleep screen/load/animation

Generally happy with the game and look forward to future titles.. I really enjoyed this game. I have played through three times
since I bought it yesterday! I am hoping to play through until I get all the accomplishments and I am hoping to find other games
like this as it is one of my favorite genres.. I love visuals, calming music and overall feel of the game but right now game have to
much bugs that make game unplayable after some time, like you can't build/ upgrade after some time, you can't move camera,
close build menu or go to main menu when you press esc. It have great potential and I want to play it when it will work but right
now I can't enjoy it at this state and I returned to this game after couple months and still bugs prevent me from enjoying this,
hope it will be out of early acces and breaking bugs free soon.. Stockholm syndrome VN featuring 2 female kidnappers and a
boy as they debates about Socioeconomics and the divide between Lower Class Citizen and HIgh Class Citizen as they find
mutual understanding as normal people. Very short, and delivers a pretty good story. Would recommend on sale.. Do you like
playing games but hat *actually* playing them?
WELL THEN THIS IS *THE* GAME FOR YOU MY FRIEND!

Pros:
- Refundable
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Cons:
- No storyline
- long repetitive gameplay
- staring at your screen for 50 minutes
- only 5 levels
- almost no interface
- no indication if you're doing good or bad
- everything works everywhere (1 strategy to rule them all)
. So cool������������. It's basically a mobile game. An average one at that. Japanese bejeweled.
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Absolutely wonderful product.
If you're careful about your focal distance not changing and take plenty of pictures, you'll get great results!. I Cant Even. I have
logged many hours on Thea: The Awakening. I always played on fairly high difficulty, so I never finished that game.

From what I can tell so far with almost 5 hours logged in Thea 2: The Shattering, this is quite similar to the first game, with a lot
of additional features added, but still roughly the same feeling when playing. If you've never played either, I'd say this is well
worth the few dollars more over Thea: The Awakening.

The game is fundamentally a group RPG hack+intel+sneak+heal+overpower+several.other.fight.modes - and - slash (you see
what I did there right - I replaced the word "hack" with a bunch of other things, because you're not just hacking - the battles
come in many flavors and don't always involve killing). While Thea: The Awakening had 1 dimensional battles with cards all
lined up on a string and events taking place between 2 fighters next to each other, Thea 2: The Shattering has 2 dimensional
battles that are a little bit more mysterious exactly how they work.

The most difficult part of the both games is not knowing exactly how difficult an enemy group is, until you show up on the
battlefield. In Thea 2: The Shattering, it's even more difficult, as the enemy hand is hidden as you lay out your cards, and it's
hard to know what tricks they'll have up their sleeve.

Additionally you can build your whole city anywhere you like because you start out with a band of nomads that are literally
running for their lives in this horror-filled wasteland. Do you risk getting wiped out just to try to make your city out of better
materials for a long-term boost, or just build one as soon as you can? I don't know! I haven't gotten that far yet!

So yeah - this review is written while I'm still a little green - but I have played enough to say this is by far one of my favorite all-
time games and I am just a tiny bit sorry I waited as long as did before buying it. If you only have time for 2 games this year,
this should be one of them.. fdsfsdfsdfsdfdsfsdf. it's the best game that I ever played =3. What the hell is this? The whole
tutorial just makes you assume what to do basically. So much more things wrong with this. I can't even put it into words.. I really
wanted to like this add-on and actually purchased it on the day it was released, but unfortunately I feel it really falls short. First
the good. The concept is good and the number and variety of missions is appealing. Although many of the missions are a bit
longish, I believe most of the flights are fairly scenic and represent real-world flight plans into these destinations. However, a
number of flaws really hurt the product.

The voice guidance is really useless. This is a huge flaw and it is the biggest issue that most people seem to have with the add-
on. It hardly says anything of worth, and while I do understand the reason that ATC was omitted from these missions the lack of
any in-game guidance whatsoever aside from the GPS make the missions feel like mere flight plans. The little it says is actually
rather annoying in a "thanks for nothing" sort of way. It would have been far better if the voice provided some kind of advice at
various points in the flight. A complete walk-through is not necessary, but since these are all difficult approaches and\/or
difficult flying conditions, some general discussion about the approach and advice about what kind of things to expect (sharp
turns, narrow flight paths, steep descents, etc.) could have made a huge impact on people's perception of the quality of this add-
on. I've read the manual and know that some of this is described there, but limiting the information to the written manual and
pre-flight briefing without having anything in-flight makes this product feel amateur. The default missions that FSX comes with
are great examples of how in-flight guidance and chatter can make the mission feel much more alive, especially when you don't
have any ATC or anything else to listen to.

The manual, while fairly nice, is still lacking in real detail to prepare you for the flight. I just flew mission 7 (Kirkwall to Papa
Westray) and was surprised to see that the destination only had a dirt strip for an airfield. While the manual does tell you to fly
around before landing to familiarize yourself with the airfield, failing to provide such important details is quite annoying. In
general, it doesn't give enough detail about the final approach, such as expecting a tall hill on the final to St. Barth's with a steep
descent to the runway. No one would send you on a solo flight to one of these approaches in the real world without giving you a
heads up about important details like this, and they should be included in the manual as well (and in the voice guidance).

There are also some lesser flaws:
The in-flight kneeboard is a resource that was underutilized. Including a map of the destination airport could have been handy,
or even just repeating the briefing on the mission briefing page.

The short mission descriptions that you see when you are scrolling through the list of missions could have benefited from adding
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the expected mission time. You can see the expected mission time in the full briefing that you get when you click a mission to
see additional detail, but that information should also have been included in the mini-description seen in the mission list (again,
like the default missions).

And finally, this is a nitpick but I don't understand the mission numbering. Mission 1 is an expert-level mission, and then
missions 7 and 8 and 15 are beginner level, and so on. It would have been nice to number the missions so that the ones of the
same difficulty level were grouped consecutively instead of the seemingly random order that they have.

Overall, I applaud the effort made and appreciate that a good deal of research was probably done to create these missions, but
the flaws really hurt what could have been a great add-on. Unfortunately, I can't really recommend this product in its current
state. While I don't own any other payware mission packs, I think most people expect that they should match the quality of the
default missions, if not exceed them. Otherwise, it's going to be perceived as an expensive amateur effort. If an update is ever
made that addresses the lack of voice guidance\/chatter, I would be happy to revise my review. But as it is now, I'm not really
sure how much value this has for most people when compared to freeware flight plan packs that take you to the same places..
Really Good game!. If you don't like pixelized games then, what can I say? What did you expect with a developer named
Winged Pixel?

I can't believe I didn't review this game earlier. I was an early adopter and have been playing off of steam for hours longer than
my record here shows, so don't let that fool you.

And yet, as someone who craves endlessly huge maps, I've never actually finished a game. I'm not even sure what happens when
you conquer a map. I hear the developer says that whatever wizard you choose at the beginning will increase in power.

Anyway, all that aside, this is a game that, if you like old fashioned dungeon crawlers like Eye of the Beholder and so on, this
will definitely satisfy whatever itch that game satisfied and then some with procedurally generated maps and dungeons that offer
near endless replayability. It's really been amazing what the developer has accomplished with the RNG here. I've not played a
whole lot in the past few months, but in all the time I've played, I've never ever gotten to a place where I was stuck in a dungeon.

There are a number of tilesets here for various types of dungeons that are filled with different kinds of enemies with all kinds of
skills. Shrines that can increase your characters stats, heal, or renew their mana, or curse them by lowering them just the same.

For each hero, there are branching advanced classes from the main four you've come to expect of games of this sort: Mage,
Warrior, Thief, Priest. It's just a shame you have to say goodbye to your lovngly raised adventurers at the end of a game, and
can't transport them to a new world. Honestly, I feel more kinship with the adventurers than with the wizard that is supposed to
be my representation in the game.

The music is very calming in general, and if you're already sleep deprived you may find yourself drifting off to piano sonatas
this game offers. They still sound great though, and are a wonderful accompaniment to the gameplay.. I am finally through.. At
least on normal difficulty...
Let me give you some honest words on how it was.

This game begins with easy levels but gets very hard very soon.
Near the end its really just "die and retry" until you finally manage to make it through.

As a SINGLEPLAYER experience I can NOT really ENJOY nor recommend this game.
Its simply too hard - Levels are long and unforgiving, you'll always have to start over from the beginning.
There are NO CHECKPOINTS what so ever. You wouldnt even be able to practise a jump because of the long way it takes to
even get there.

I played this game WITH A BUDDY, which took away a lot of frustration.
Playing Coop, you can ask your friend to stay at a location so you at least have a savepoint.
Even in Multiplayer it sometimes is impossible to set up a "checkpoint" because of a barrier forcing you to move on.

Gameplay:
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Its simple but its used very effectively. There are always some new mechanics introduced every now and then,
so you have something new to try. Sometimes the controls can get a bit annoying and make it hard for you.

Graphics:

Its nothing special but it does the job. It somewhat keeps an artstyle, but of course its not the most beautiful game in the world.

Story: Not really worth mentioning. This is not a story game. It has just a tiny bit of "Story".

CONCLUSION: VERY HARD jump and run that is most fun playing with some buddys.
Dont take it to seriously. See it as a challenge for you and your friends.
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